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2018
TWILIGHT
ON THE PIER
SCHEDULE

SEPT 05
LATIN WAVE

ORQUESTA AKOKÁN
Jarina De Marco
Quitapenas
Sister Mantos

SEPT 12

AUSTRALIA
ROCKS THE PIER

BETTY WHO
Touch Sensitive
CXLOE
Death Bells

AUSSIES ROCK THE PIER
I

t’s Australia’s turn to rock the Pier
Wednesday as an electric group of Aussies
burst onto The Pier Wednesday, ushering in
distinct blends of electronic, pop, alternative
and synth tunes. Infectious jams from up-andcoming pop stars Betty Who and Cxloe are
guaranteed to have fans dancing up a storm.
“I just think it’s going to be a fun ‘end of
summer’ party vibe,” said Liz Garo, who

helped curate the performers at Twilight on
the Pier as Vice President of Talent at
Spaceland Presents. “Betty Who has such a
fun live showl.”
While she’s been crafting head-bobbing
singles for years, Sydney-born Betty Who
made her mark on pop culture in 2018 with
appearances on ABC’s The Bachelorette and
a remake of the Queer Eye theme song “All
Things (Just Keep Getting Better).” Betty
Who’s reliable powerhouse performances
and support for the LGBTQ community have
made her a mainstay at Pride festivals
across the country. So much so, OUT magazine recently called her a gay icon.
“It’s great. She’s been playing a lot of festivals and people just fall in love with her,” Garo
said. “Her performance is upbeat and fun and
dancy and I think it’s perfect for The Pier.”
Before she takes the stage, electronic
music producer Touch Sensitive will set the

scene with a more relaxed vibe. His 2013
single “Pizza Guy” has 2.6 million listens on
YouTube.
At the West End Stage, Australian-born
Cxloe brings raw, honest lyrics and a foreboding pop sound. Her appearance in
Santa Monica brings her to the United States
after tour stops in Birsbane, Sydney,
Melbourne, Newstead and Darlinghurst.
“We really wanted the feeling that you
get all the way to the end of The Pier and
you can watch the sunset and take in this
awesome music and it’s a place to take a little bit of rest while listening to something
awesome,” said Pier Director Negin Singh.
The stage in Pacific Park will pivot to a
rock vibe with indie band Death Bells. Garo
said the alternative group gets to the roots of
Australian rock.
Australia Rocks the Pier is in partnership
with G'Day USA and APRA.

SEPT 19

ISLAND VIBES

JUDY MOWATT
Bokanté
Twilight Steel Drums
DJ Danny Holloway

SEPT 26

ECLECTIC INDIE

BRAZILIAN GIRLS
SUDAN ARCHIVES
Capyac
yOya

OCT 03
AFRO-BEAT
AND R&B

FELA! THE CONCERT
Tiffany Gouche
Twilight Drum Circle
DJ Nnamdi

OCT 07

SOUTH ASIAN
SOUNDS

RED BARAAT
Vidya Vox
DJ Rekha
Discostan
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SMORGASBURG TO SERVE THE MAIN
COURSE AT TWILIGHT ON THE PIER
L

os Angeles’s biggest weekly celebration of
street food will be serving up multicultural
eats every Wednesday this fall during
Twilight on the Pier. The carefully curated
vendors are the cherry on top of the immersive music festival that aims to be a beacon
of cultural exchange.
“Nowadays people obsess about food in
the same way people have always obsessed
about music,” said Smorgasburg founder and
general manager Zach Brooks. “Food and
music both reflect a very specific time and
place. It can evoke all those same emotions.”
Over the past two years, Smorgasburg
has become the largest open-air food market
in Los Angeles, attracting as many as
12,000 guests each week. Brooks said the

eclectic street food festival in downtown Los
Angeles is a natural fit with the iconic concert series on the Santa Monica Pier. The
teams have worked together to hand-pick
vendors that complement the eclectic lineup
each week.
During Latin Waves, for example, music
goers listened to classic Cuban mambo jams
as The Ricans served up Mofogo, a beloved

Puerto Rican dish made with pickled, fried
and mashed plantains. Nearby, Little Llama
Peruvian Tacos delighted concert goers with
their 100 percent organic, hand-pressed corn
tortillas and mouth-watering fillings like pomegranate-glazed pork belly, garlic and ginger
marinated beef and Peruvian potatoes.
When the Australians rock Santa
Monica on Sept. 12, the Paramount Coffee

Project will keep fans caffeinated. The coffee house first launched in Sydney as a collaborative project to explore roasting styles
and brewing methods while educating the
coffee aficionados who frequent the cafe.
The Paramount Coffee Project later expanded to Los Angeles with a location on
Fairfax Avenue.
“Australia has a really great coffee culture and Paramount really reflects that,”
Brooks said. “I’m super excited to have them
join us on the Pier.”
Fan favorite Cheezus, known for fun,
funky and sophisticated grill cheese sandwiches with ingredients like black summer
truffles, fontina, comte and manchego, will
be on tap for multiple concert nights. Santa
Barbara’s beloved Goa Taco has signed on
for Sept. 26.
With more food on the way,
Smorgasburg’s Twilight offerings will be
rounded out by a record booth each night
with tunes curated by Beat Swap Meet.
In addition to their curated vendors for
Twilight on the Pier, Smorgasburg LA is
open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. every
Sunday on the five-acre site of the
Alameda Produce Market in Downtown
Los Angeles.

America’s Fastest Growing Live Music Marketplace!

Join Today for a Chance
ce
e to Skip the Line at
a American
A
Idol Auditions

www.gigmor.com
Santa Monica, CA
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W E D N E S DAY S B E F O R E T W I L I G H T AT T H E P I E R

TWILIGHT

Wine Down

before Sun Down

at Del Frisco’s Grille
Santa Monica

B e fo re t h e s u n s e t s , fo l l ow u s o n
I n s t a g r a m o r F a c e b o o k & re c e i ve

A SELECT BOTTLE OF WINE &
FLATBREAD
FOR Frisco’s
at Del
’ Grille
G

$25

Santa Monica

BETTY WHO

SEPT 12

AUSTRALIA
ROCKS THE PIER

BETTY WHO
Touch Sensitive
CXLOE
Death Bells
BETTY WHO
Casting a striking presence as a performer, emanating confidence as a writer,
and inspiring as an independent force,
Australia-born and Los Angeles-based pop
star Betty Who has quietly elevated herself to
a worldwide phenomenon on her own terms.
Acclaimed by Entertainment Weekly,
Vogue, Rolling Stone, Buzzfeed, Elle
Magazine, and more, Betty’s sophomore

album, The Valley, yielded a string of international hits, including “I Love You Always
Forever” certified double-platinum in
Australia and “Human Touch.” Total Spotify
streams exceed 150 million as she regularly averages over 3.3 million monthly listeners on the platform. Beyond countless sold
out headline tours, she’s delivered knockout
television appearances on The Today
Show, Late Night With Seth Meyers, The
View, and many more aside. Betty’s commitment to charity, health, and wellness
matches her passion for music. She has
given performances to benefit UNICEF,
ACLU, Planned Parenthood, The Trevor
Project, Human Rights Campaign, and
many more. She joined forces with
Lululemon and Soul Cycle to launch the
acoustic “Beats Per Moment” tour, ran a
Nike marathon on the entertainment team,
and partnered with a personal favorite
workout app, Aaptiv, for playlisting.

VALID ONLY AT THE BAR | NO SUBSTITUTIONS

#LocalsOnly
1551 OCEAN AVE | SANTA MONICA

Your Bike
is Here!
The Original Bike Shop
on MAIN STREET
Across from Urth Cafe

310. 581.8014
2400 MainStreet, SantaMonica, CA

www.bikeshopsantamonica.com

CXLOE

TOUCH SENSITIVE

DEATH BELLS

@DFGrilleSM
@DelFriscosGrille
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Soda Jerks Ice Cream

D

Seaside on the Pier

21

The Albright - SM Pier Seafood

20

Bubba Gump Shrimp Co.
Pier Burger
Paciﬁc Park Food Court
Mariasol Cocina Mexicana

SM Pier Aquarium (under the Pier)

PACIFIC
PARK
STAGE

Historic Merry-go-round

18

Pier Shop & Visitor Center

19

66 to Cali

18

Blazing Saddles Bike Rentals & Tours

17

Starline Tours

TRAPEZE
SHOWS!
6PM.

16

Oatman Rock Shop
Marlene’s Beachcomber

15

Playland Arcade

14

Trapeze School of New York

BEER
GARDEN

13
P

12

Pier Gear

11
10

Paciﬁc Park

BIKE
VALET

Santa Monica Pier Bait & Tackle

9

P

8

7

MAIN
STAGE

5
4
3

- Parking Lot

- Public Restrooms

- Safety & First Aid

- Bike Racks

- Public Elevator

- Fishing Deck

- Bike Path

- Volleyball Courts

2

1

P

Electric Vehicle
Charging Stations

- Parking Pay Station

-

Original Muscle
Beach

- Wheelchair Access

Check out these spots to immerse
yourself in the world of Twilight!
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BY FOOT, PEDAL, TRAIN OR BUS GETTING
TO THE SHOW IS BETTER WITHOUT A CAR
T

he 2018 Twilight on the Pier series has a new
theme, new schedule and new layout but
sometimes, the more things change, the more
they stay the same and no matter how great the
show will be, getting here can be a hassle.
First off, if you drove here it’s OK, everyone makes mistakes. What is important is that
we learn from them and the lesson here is that
traffic is terrible and public transit is great.
The Expo Line offers a direct connection
from Downtown Los Angeles to Downtown
Santa Monica, just four short blocks to the Pier.
Even Santa Monicans can benefit from the
train as the city’s two other stations, 26th
St./Bergamot and 17th St./Santa Monica
College are less than ten minutes to the terminus.
The regular fare is $1.75 one-way and that
includes two hours of free transfers to other
Metro lines for those using a TAP card. TAP
cards are $1 at TAP vending machines (available at most stations) and onboard buses or
$2 at pass vendor locations.
The reusable, credit-card sized passes
allow customers to pre-load multi-ride passes
or store cash.
The train’s great advantage is it avoids roads
altogether but for those who can’t reach a station, busses are also a useful option. Most Big
Blue Bus routes now have at least one stop within blocks of the Pier and at $1.25 per person
per ride, it’s hard to beat the value of the bus.

TRAFFIC TIPS
TURN RESTRICTIONS
The following turn restrictions will be implemented between 5 and 11 p.m. in and
around the Santa Monica Pier. Traffic
enforcement will be out to enforce restrictions
and keep traffic flowing.
* No Right Turn Southbound 4th St at Colorado Ave
* No Turns allowed Northbound Main St at Colorado Ave
* No Turns allowed Southbound 2nd St at Colorado Ave
* No Right Turn Northbound Ocean Ave at Broadway

Neighboring bus systems also bring riders
into Downtown Santa Monica for a pittance
compared to parking prices.
If you want to get to the show but steer
clear of all motorized transit options, bikes
are the way to go. The Expo Line includes a
bike path connecting Santa Monica to its
neighboring cities and as bikes are allowed
on the train, you can bike in and train home.
If you do ride to the show, The City of Santa
Monica will provide two free bike valet stations on the South side of the Pier, so you
can check your bike in safely.
If you like the convenience of a bike but

don’t want the hassle of parking your own,
Santa Monica has the Breeze Bike Share system (sponsored by Hulu).
Breeze has more than 500 bikes located
at stations throughout the city and neighboring communities. Bikes can be located via
the smartphone app or at one of the stations.
Bikes have individual locking mechanisms
and can unlocked with use of a membership
card or entering an account number/pin
code on the bike itself. Memberships provide
a finite amount of ride time per day or anyone can pick up a bike for $7 per hour.
Parking is available around the city if you

really, really want to drive. Prices vary based
on the lot you choose.
To plan trips, customers should visit
metro.net, www.bigbluebus.com/Routes-andSchedules/ and www.culvercity.org/how-do-i/find/culver-city-bus/bus-schedules.
If you want to get to the show on four
wheels, the best option is rideshare and Lyft
is the preferred partner for the concerts.
Riders can get dropped off at one of the
convenient downtown locations to avoid traffic on the way in and after the show, the
designated pick-up at Main/Olympic will
get you on the road in no-time.

BIKE VALET
* No Left Turn Southbound Main St at Olympic Dr
* No Left Turn Eastbound Moomat Ahiko Wy
(PCH Off Ramp) at Ocean Ave
* No Right Turn Southbound Ocean Ave at Seaside Ter
* No Left Turn Southbound Ocean Ave at Olympic Dr
* Right Turn Only Northbound Appian Wy at Seaside Ter
* No Left Turn Eastbound Pico Blvd at 4th St
* U-turns on Ocean Avenue will
not be permitted

A free Bike Valet service will be provided for
each show just north of the Pier and west of
the beach bike path. On the sand area
adjacent to Bubba Gump Shrimp restaurant.
Accessible by the beach bike path. This location can accommodate a maximum of 600
bikes, an increase in capacity from last year.

PARKING RATES
Lot 4 South - 2030 Ocean Avenue, $5, starting at 6 a.m.
Lot 5 South - 2600 Barnard Way $5, starting
at 6 a.m.
Civic Center Surface Parking Lot $5, starting
at 4 p.m.
Lot 1 North - 1550 Pacific Coast Highway
$25, starting at 4 pm

Lot 1 South will be closed at 2 p.m. to allow
for emergency vehicle staging. All other lots
will retain normal pricing and pay on exit
operations.

BREEZE
Additional lock up station will be provided
for Breeze Bike Share customers at:
* Lot 1 Breeze Station on beach bike path
north of the Pier
* Palisades Park at the top of the Pier
(Ocean and Colorado)
* Tongva Park (Ocean and Olympic)
* Ocean Front Walk under the Pier
(Geo-fenced Drop Zone)
* Chess Park on Arcadia Terrace
(Geo-fenced Drop Zone)

TWILIGHTSANTAMONICA.ORG

There’s Twilight… and then there’s Twilight Done Right. Read on for the essential guide
to the series, with our insider tips and can’t misses on How To Twilight.
WHEN

LYFT/RIDESHARE

September 5, 12, 19, 26, October 3. FINALE following Santa
Monica's open streets event, COAST, Sunday October 7*
5:45 PM: Venues opens so start exploring. Beer garden, art
installations, trapeze show and more!
6:30 PM: The beat drops on the Main stage

To get you in/out quickly and safely, catch you Lyft at the intersection of Olympic and Main Street. Make your way through
Tongva Park from the Pier and look for the pink shirts to help you
ﬁnd your way. Or, look for The Free Ride shuttles on Arcadia
Terrace (just off Appian Way) to get you to Main/Olympic on
wheels.

6:45 PM: The music is never more than a few steps away, so
make your way to Paciﬁc Park and the West End for more Twilight
tunes
8:00 PM: The headliner takes the stage on the Pier deck for an
epic set
*Special timing for Sunday, October 7: Venue opens at 4:30 PM
and music starts at 5:00 PM

ENTRY
There are three entrances for Twilight on the Pier: the ramp on
Ocean Avenue and Colorado, the Grand Entrance on Ocean Front
Walk or the steps by Bubba Gump Shrimp (handicap accessible).
Safety is the name of our game, so all guests will be subject to bag
check at all three entrances. Make sure you leave a little extra time.
Please leave your cigarettes, weapons, alcohol, bikes and scooters
at home. You will be permitted to bring purses & backpacks, recyclable water bottles, chairs & blankets, friends & family and all the
good vibes.

TRANSPORTATION
Driving: Don’t say we didn’t warn you. The struggle is real and
congestion on concert nights is no laughing matter! You could be
sitting in gridlock up to an hour. But, if you must, here is the parking info. Just remember: don’t drink and drive!
— Civic Parking (Normal rates before 4PM, $5 ﬂat at 4PM)

EXPO
The Metro Expo connects DTLA to the Pier. On Twilight nights,
trains will operate on rush service schedule, leaving every 6
minutes heading Westbound towards Santa Monica. Get your
fare ahead of time to avoid long lines -- and save money -- on
your TAP card ($3.50 roundtrip).

BIG BLUE BUS
Big Blue Bus routes 1, 2, 3, 7, Rapid 7, 9 and 18 all stop near
the Pier, with stops in both directions in 4th Street between Colorado Avenue and Broadway. Plan your trip on GOOGLE TRANSIT. Roundtrip is $2.50 or go cashless and download the mobile
ticketing app from TOKEN TRANSIT.

BIKES
The City of Santa Monica will provide two free bike valets on the
South side of the Pier, so you can check your bike in safely. We
also have BREEZE bike share at 5 locations near the Pier. Note:
bike valet will not accept Breeze Bikes).

SCOOTERS
scoot, scoot! Please be safe, wear a helmet and follow the rules
if you scoot over. No scooters are allowed on the Pier or on
Ocean Front Walk.

— P4 Lot 4 South ($5) - 2030 Ocean Ave

THE WORLD OF TWILIGHT

— P5 Lot 5 South ($5) - 2600 Barnard Way

The fun doesn’t just live on the Pier Deck - please enjoy 3 concert
stages, food & beverage deals at Bubba Gump, Mariasol and
Seaside on the Pier, art installations at The Albright, an acrobatic show at The Trapeze School, and more! We also have vendors
from around the world, thanks to Smorgasburg, and a concert
garden featuring brews from Boulevard, and more!

All other parking lots - No change to parking rates - normal parking rates apply

B I G T H A N K S T O O U R A M A Z I N G PA RT N E R S

SERIES CO-PRODUCED BY RH&S CONCERTS
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LYFT IS PIER PARTNER FOR MOBILITY
W

ith over nine million visitors a year,
the Santa Monica Pier is a busy place
but it’s getting a little easier to get to and
from the Pier’s many shows thanks to a new
partnership with Lyft.
The company has announced a 3-year
collaboration focused on improving mobility
around the Pier and Downtown Santa
Monica that includes dedicated pickup and
drop-off locations for the concert series.
During Twilight on the Pier, The Free Ride
shuttles will transport festival-goers from the
Pier to the dedicated pick-up zone at Main
St. & Olympic Dr. Lyft passengers coming
into town for the shows will be advised to
depart at one of the Downtown drop-off
locations (based on their route) to avoid
gridlock along Ocean.
Information about the system will come

from the app and via in person contacts.
Allen Narcisse, GM of Lyft Southern
California said Lyft Ambassadors will be
stationed on the Santa Monica Pier and
along the walkway towards the pick-up
and drop-off zones to help direct passengers for a seamless, swift departure. Lyft
will have signage throughout the pier
with a map indicating our designated
Pick Up/Drop Off locations. Furthermore,
Lyft will have signage and additional
ambassadors at the Pick Up/Drop Off
location to help drivers find their passengers and ensure a swift egress. Prior to
large events at the Pier, such as Twilight
on the Pier, Lyft and the Pier will be sharing out these locations via email, social,
blog and websites.
“We know that driving to and parking
at events like the Pier concerts is a major
pain point for passengers – they would
rather enjoy their time at the event itself
without the hassle of finding a parking spot

and designating a driver,” said Narcisse.
“We think that the best way to navigate
popular events is to streamline the ways
people get rides to and from the Pier. With
designated pick-up and drop-off areas and
on-site Brand Ambassadors, we are able to
ease and direct the flow of the pick-up
process, making getting to and from events
at the Pier less of a hassle.”
Narcisse said the Pier team were looking
for solutions to help visitors avoid traffic and
that Lyft’s services are already integrated
into the City’s transit solutions making the
partnership a natural fit.
“By partnering with existing modes of
public transportation in Santa Monica, our
goal is to encourage more people to share
the ride to and from their favorite spots in
the city,” he said. “We are also working
with Santa Monica’s Big Blue Bus to bridge
the gap between public and private transportation modes with ease.”
Lyft currently operates the BBB Blue at
Night program offering late-night Expo

riders a way to get home from the stations and BBB is considering replacing
some weekend bus service with discounted Lyft service.
"Working with Lyft has provided us
invaluable insight,” said SMPC Executive
Director Negin Singh. “Learning about the
intricacies of ride share, and how we can
best implement a system that encourages
quicker service, safer drop offs and pickups,
and better communication with drivers will
improve not just the Twilight on the Pier
experience, but all of our events.”

WHEN BAD THINGS HAPPEN
TO GOOD PEOPLE BECAUSE
OF THE CARELESSNESS OR
NEGLIGENCE OF OTHERS.
Free Consultation
Over $25 Million Recovered

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Robert Lemle

310.392.3055
www.lemlelaw.com

CATASTROPHIC PERSONAL INJURIES
WRONGFUL DEATH
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
BICYCLE/SCOOTER ACCIDENTS
RIDE SHARE ACCIDENTS
SPINAL CORD INJURIES
TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURIES
DOG BITES
TRIP & FALLS
You Pay Nothing Until Your Case Is Resolved
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With curated reading lists, culturally-inspired art
and a Spotify playlist, you can immerse yourself in
the world of Twilight before the music begins. Then,

G

E

FIC PARK

S TA

when you arrive, get lost in the magic of the Pier
and ﬁnd something to enjoy from the Deck to the
E

AGE
ST
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MAIN

West End and everywhere in between.

AG

W

ES

T E N D ST

SMORGASBURG

FOOD

Immerse yourself in the world of Twilight with food,

Food and drinks aplenty at Twilight! From Seaside on

drinks, crafts, records, jewelry and more from our

the Pier to Bubba Gump and Mariasol, you don't want

friends at Smorgasburg LA. The iconic open air market

to miss the specials. And, on your way to the West

is bringing out half a dozen vendors from Cheezus to

End, pop into The Albright to check out the Popeye

The Ricans to transform the Pier Deck into a destina-

retrospective celebrating 90 years of everyone's

tion where Local Meets Global.

favorite sailor.

TRAPEZE SCHOOL

INDIECADE

The Trapeze School will be ﬂying high over Twilight

IndieCade, the premier interactive gaming festival,

and performing to tunes from around the world each

will give a taste of some of their most unique games

night of the series starting at 6:00pm.

for the ﬁrst time in Santa Monica. Come out to the
West End and play!

ART
No festival is complete with immersive art, and thanks

CONCERT GARDEN

to Amanda Wallis, Davia King and Art Collective,

Libations will be ﬂowing in the 21+ concert garden,

Bagavagabonds, Twilight is going to feature incredible

with brews and beverages from Boulevard Brewing

ﬂags, murals, whale tails and more to take us on a

Co., Aperol, White Claw and more! Located on the

global adventure.

Pier Deck, overlooking the ocean.

SPOTIFY
Have you listened to the playlist yet? Prep yourself for the series with a playlist of our artist faves here:
bit.ly/twilightpier

B I G T H A N K S T O O U R A M A Z I N G PA RT N E R S

SERIES CO-PRODUCED BY RH&S CONCERTS
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